A new discrete neural networks adaptive resonance theory (ART), which allows solving problems with multiple solutions, is developed. New algorithms neural networks teaching ART to prevent degradation and reproduction classes at training noisy input data is developed. Proposed learning algorithms discrete ART networks, allowing obtaining different classification methods of input.
PROBLEM FORMULATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE LITERATURE
The human brain processes information flows continuously from the external environment. However, it can modify and update the stored images, and create new, without destroying what previously memorized. Thus it differs significantly from the majority of neural networks as neural networks (NN), trained by back propagation, genetic algorithms, in bidirectional associative memory, Hopfield networks, etc. very often a new way of learning, situation or association significantly distorts or even destroys the fruits of prior learning, requiring a change in a significant part of weights of connections or complete ret raining of the network [1] [2] [3] [4] . Impossibility of using the specified NN solve the problem of stability-plasticity, that is a problem of perception and memorization of new information without loss or distortion of existing, was one of the main reasons for the development of fundamentally new configurations of neural networks. Examples of such networks are neural networks, derived from the adaptive resonance theory (ART), developed by Carpenter and Grossberg [5, 6] . ART neural network classifies the input image to one of the known classes, if it is sufficiently similar to or resonates with the prototype of this class. After you have found a prototype with some accuracy given by the special parameter similarity corresponds to the input image, it is modified to be more like the presented image. When the input image was not like any of the existing prototypes, then it is based on a new class. This is possible thanks to the fact that the network has a significant number of unallocated redundant or elements which are not used as long as it is not necessary (if no unassigned elements, the input image is not network response). Thus, new images can create new classes, but did not distort the stored information.
*Address correspondence to this author at the National Technical University "Kharkov Polytechnic Institute", Kharkov, Ukraine; Tel: +380577076198; E-mail: valdmitrienko@gmail.com It is developed a number of neural network based on adaptive resonance theory [711] . However, these neural networks have significant disadvantages: NN adaptive learning resonance theory (ART) often leads to degradation, and reproduction classes receive a unique solution, even in those cases where there are two or more possible and equivalent solutions, the results depend on the training images in order training sequence, etc.
This requires solving the fundamental problem -the architecture and algorithms to improve the functioning of the ART NN. In particular, it is necessary to develop the theoretical foundations of the ART NN with a new architecture and new learning algorithms.
In this paper we consider the most widely used singlemodule neural network ART-1, proposed to binary input images or vectors. Basic network architecture shown in Fig.  1 in phantom includes three groups of neurons: field F 1 input processing neurons, consists of two layers of elements, recognition layer Y-neurons and control neurons R, G 1 , G 2 ( Fig. 1) . Most of the connections shown in Fig. 1 If the calculated similarity value indicates coincidence with a given accuracy input and stored in the memory image, then the network resonance occurs. In this case on the output R-element will be zero output signal, and will be training weights winning neuron connections. When parameter value is less than the similarities preassigned on the output control R-element single signal appears, which victory Y-neuron braked ( Neural network ART-1 training is usually done using a fast learning algorithm [9, 12] .
Field

Fast Algorithm for training the neural network ART-1
The algorithm adopted such designations: Step 1. The first step is initializing parameters L, p and weights 
from a weekend layer to the interface.
Step 2. The terms of stop are analyzed, and while they are not executed, steps 3 -14 of algorithm will be realized.
Step 3. For every teaching entrance vector S k (k = 1, …, q) are executed steps 4 -13.
Step 4. Set zero signals of all recognizing elements of weekend Y-layer:
By an entrance vector S k activating S-elements of input layer:
Step 5. The norm of output signals vector neurons of entrance layer is calculated:
Step 6. For the elements of interface layer entrance and output signals are formed:
Step 7. Settles accounts for output signal of every not brakes Y-neuron:
Step 8. While not found Y-neuron of output layer, weight vector of which in accordance with the specified value of likeness parameter of р corresponds an entrance vector S k , are executed steps 9 -12.
Step 9. In Y-layer ascertain a neuron Y J , meeting a condition , then all elements are put on the brakes and entrance image can not be classified or memorized.
Step possibility is executed and progressing to the next step of algorithm.
Step 13. Adapt oneself weight of connections of element Y J taking into account the use K-value signals:
Step 14. The conditions of stop are checked up. The conditions of stop can be: absence changes of scales net
W during an epoch, achievement of the specified number of epochs and so on.
Step 15. Stop.
II. NEW ALGORITHMS FOR TRAINING NEURAL NETWORKS ART-1 FOR NOISY INPUT
During practical calculations revealed deficiencies fast learning algorithm NN ART-1, do not allow to use them effectively in real systems management and recognition, where the original data are noisy. In noisy input image fast training of the neural network algorithm can lead to degradation and reproduction classes, that is, the learning algorithm becomes inoperative. Demonstrate this lack of a specific example of a learning neural network ART-1. Example 1. Suppose you want by using a neural network divided into two classes set of vectors: 
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which could become the reference vectors of the two classes degraded in the process of presenting the following vectors, which leads to duplication of classes.
Failure to solving the problem of classification of the set of vectors associated with features of the architecture and neural network learning algorithm ART-1. First, the network connections in the weights of a neuron remembers recognizing the intersection of binary input vectors. Second, the proximity of binary vectors is defined by using parameter similarity, taking into account only single elements compared vectors. In the analyzed example intersection of set 
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give the vector with all zero components:
Thus, at the crossing of considered sets of vectors completely lost the information about the individual components of the binary vectors. Storing information in the form of crossing of the input binary vectors or an image in a neural network also leads to loss of information. For small values of similarity parameter may be lost most the information about classified or recognizable images. In this regard, there is an idea about memorizing information as a union, and not crossing binary images or vectors. In this case, in this example we have: Examples of successful use at training a neural network crossing or union of the input images indicate to the fact, that, apparently, may be prepared learning images also with using a combination of these operations, as well as using other operations on binary sets.
Thus, we can conclude, that adapting the weights of network connections in the form, wherein it is used in a neural network ART-1, is the lack of the network. The disadvantage, as shown by the above example, also may be the lack of teacher. Similar problems also arise in training the continuous NN ART.
Thus, the adaptation of weights of distributed recognizing communications Y-neurons net in the form, wherein it is used in the network ART-1, often fails to solve even trivial tasks of classification and training, then there is a significant lack of the network.
Moreover:
 final result of learning discrete network ART may depend on presentation of a sequence images;  no training mode networks with teacher, that restricts the class solved by neural network problems classification and recognition.
To prevent degradation and reproduction classes, that is, for the correct and stable operation of the modules on based of neural network ART-1, proposed ban adaptation weights of connections of distributed recognition neurons. For this, at step 11 learning algorithm adaptation of connections weights of recognizing elements produced only, if these neurons were distributed earlier. Otherwise  weight relationships recognition elements not adapted. With this algorithm, the set of training M vectors, if they are served in the order, wherein they recorded in the set, is divided into two classes  to the first class relate vectors 5 2 1 ..., , , S S S , to the second class  vectors , ..., , , 10 7 6 S S S that is, it turns out the most natural classification vectors. However, if the order of training vectors changes, for example, vectors 6 1 , S S in their subsets not subject to the net first, then changed also classification of the vectors.
III. TRAINING ALGORITHMS OF NEURAL NETWORK ART-1 WITHOUT ADAPTATION WEIGHTS OF CONNECTIONS DISTRIBUTED RECOGNITION NEURONS
General lack of different systems classification using a variety of neural networks or other approaches or methods consists in, that it turns out only one classification, due to the method of teaching or raised by teachers. At the same time, when there N various objects, it is possible to obtain N 2 . Polar cases of these classifications: one class contains all the objects; each of the N classes contains one object. At N = 10 number of possible ways of classifying exceeds 1000. Therefore require different approaches to select the best classification. One of these approaches may be specifying the number of classes or minimization, or maximizing the number of classes under certain restrictions. Introduction such restrictions necessary, because otherwise while minimizing the number of classes will be obtained a single class, and while maximizing the number of classes is obtained N classes. One such limitation can act parameter of similarity images. When parameter similarity, equal to unity, it is obtained N classes, when parameter similarity, equal or near to zero − one class. As a second constraint can act the presence or absence of ability to adapt weights of connections distributed recognition neurons.
In this regard, the dependence of the final result of learning a discrete network ART from sequence of presentation training images may be considered not as a drawback NN, but as its dignity, can create different classification at purposeful change input training sequence. Therefore, for discrete neural network ART-1 learning offers many new learning algorithms:
1. Training algorithms, in which the input image can not adapt weights of connections distributed recognition neurons after the resonance (used in noisy data):
1.1. The learning algorithm of neural networks ART-1 the sequence of images, ordered by increasing values of their norm, wherein, the first to network are presented images with minimal norm. Applies in cases, when it is desired to obtain an increased number of classes of images.
1.2. The learning algorithm of neural networks ART-1 the sequence of images, ranked by descending value of their norms, wherein, the first to network are presented images with the maximum norm. Applies in cases, when it is desired to obtain minimum number of image classes.
1.3. The learning algorithm NN ART-1 the sequence of images, ranked by teacher, wherein in the training sequence can be used subsequence as with increasing, as with decreasing norm of the input images.
1.4. The learning algorithm discrete neural network ART, in which the initial values of weights connections are given by teacher, using complex input images, which are derived from initial using Boolean operations "AND", "OR", "NOT", other mathematical operations, heuristics or combinations thereof forming methods of training images.
2. The learning algorithm, using a joint application of the algorithm rapid learning NN and learning algorithms without adaptation of network weights upon the occurrence of resonance.
An example of such algorithm can serve an algorithm, wherein in the first stage (first epoch) used the fast algorithm of neural network ART-1 learning, and at later epochs used learning algorithms without adaptation weights of connections recognizing distributed neurons of network upon the occurrence of resonance.
IV. ART NEURAL NETWORK FOR SOLVING PROBLEMS WITH MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS
A general lack systems of recognition and classification based on neural networks, including networks ART  obtain a unique solution, even in cases, when there are two or more possible and equivalent solutions. In recognition of such images recognition result may depend on the order of filing in the training mode reference pictures, given by teacher. Show it on the example. )
, who served in the training mode in the following order:
Submission a neural network these vectors and calculation the equilibrium weights of connections from the formulas (1) leads to the following matrix , which will be assigned to the second class because training image 2 S was filed before the image 3 S . To exit from this situation necessary to use a neural network ART, which ability to define multiple solutions (Fig. 1) .
To extend the capabilities of discrete neural network ART-1 and get all the possible solutions of the problem of recognition to the basic architecture of ART-1 added another control neuron 1 R , the inverting outputs of the neuron R, and a recording neurons layer After that, the network begins searching for a new neuron-winner. The search process continues until, until all recognizing distributed neurons not will inhibited. In this case on the outputs of neurons 1 Y may not be no unit signal, since the input image not similar to any of the images, stored in the weights of network connections, or on outputs of 1 Yneurons may be one or more unit signal, respectively indicating belonging the input image to one or several classes of images.
CONCLUSION
Thus, it is developed a new architecture of discrete neural network adaptive resonance theory, which allows to specify one, two and an increasing number of decisions (if they exist) in pattern recognition and classification of black-andwhite images.
Proposed new learning algorithms of discrete neural networks ART, prevent degradation and reproduction classes at training networks with noisy input data.
Overcome one of the drawbacks common classification systems based on neural networks, consists in the fact that it turns out only one classification, due to the method of teaching or raised by teacher. Proposed learning algorithms of discrete neural networks ART, allowing to obtain a variety of methods classifying input data.
